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Abstract—Aiming to realize Continuous Descent Operation (CDO) in high-density air traffic, Flight-deck Interval Management (FIM) is seen as one of the promising applications in the Aircraft Surveillance Applications System (ASAS). In the FIM application, an aircraft’s arrival time at an airport is estimated while it is in flight, and its airspeed is controlled to achieve an assigned time spacing between its immediately preceding aircraft at the runway threshold. In order to evaluate the performance of the FIM application, this paper simulates CDO based on the FIM application for arrivals at Tokyo International Airport. A medium-fidelity aircraft model, which includes Vertical/Lateral Navigation (VNAV/LNAV) autopilot modes, an engine system, and a Total Energy Control System (TECS), is implemented in a fast-time simulation. Potential CDO arrival routes at Tokyo International Airport are proposed. The simulation results evaluate the accuracy of FIM-based time spacing and fuel consumption. Wind estimation errors are considered in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous Descent Operation (CDO) [1-3], in which arriving aircraft descend from cruise to an airport at near-idle thrust, is expected to realize even better energy saving arrivals in the future. Currently, continuous descent is doable only in low-density traffic to avoiding conflicts between aircraft. In order to apply CDO in high-density operations, more accurate time spacing between arriving aircraft must be achieved. One proposal to realize accurate time spacing in CDO is Flight-deck Interval Management (FIM) [4]. FIM is one of the airborne based time spacing applications in the Aircraft Surveillance Applications System (ASAS), previously known as the Airborne Separation Assurance/Assistance System [5, 6].

ASAS covers a range of applications to allow for a gradual shifting of tasks from Air Traffic Controllers (ATCo) to pilots by using flight information on surrounding air traffic received via the Airborne Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) data link. One ASAS application of great interest is Interval Management (IM), previously known as the Sequencing and Merging (S&M) application. IM is expected to achieve an assigned time spacing between a leading aircraft and another following it in trail by speed control. Our earlier study developed an initial mathematical model of airborne time spacing by speed control using ADS-B surveillance information which we call “ASAS speed control”. Its performance and safety were evaluated by numerical simulation [7-12], and the results showed that ASAS speed control is feasible and effective for CDO. A more advanced ASAS speed control law has been studied as the FIM application, which is the airborne counterpart to IM [4, 13-15]. In the FIM speed control law, the arrival time of the leading aircraft is first estimated following the planned flight trajectory, then a target speed for an aircraft following it is calculated to achieve an assigned time spacing from the leading aircraft at the runway threshold using its estimated time of arrival. Our next challenge is to clarify the effectiveness of the FIM application by simulating this combination of trajectory prediction and the speed control law for arrivals to Tokyo International Airport.

Tokyo International Airport is one of the world’s busiest airports by passenger traffic. A new terminal building for international flights and a new runway opened in 2010 aiming to increase its capacity to 410,000 movements per year. Currently, continuous descent is realized only when the traffic is not congested (for example, between midnight and 6 am), but not during busy times, when aircraft land every two minutes. This is for safety reasons since a continuous descent sometimes demands ground-based airspeed prediction accuracy which is difficult to achieve, so extra separation margins are given between arrival aircraft to achieve separation reliably. This is the reason that ensuring accurate time spacing is needed to realize continuous descents in high-density operations while maintaining or increasing the arrival rate. This paper applies FIM operation to CDO and discusses the performance of time spacing and the amount of fuel burn reduction. Designs of arrival routes to realize CDO at Tokyo International Airport are also proposed.

This paper is organized as follows. Firstly, current arrival operations at Tokyo International Airport are explained, and arrival routes for realizing CDO are proposed. Secondly, FIM-based CDO is implemented in a fast-time simulation with a
medium-fidelity aircraft model [16] which includes Vertical/Lateral Navigation (VNAV/LNAV) autopilot modes, an engine system, and a Total Energy Control System (TECS). Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to evaluate the time spacing performance. Fuel consumption is calculated using engine model parameters and compared with actual data taken from Boeing 777-200 aircraft. Simulation results are discussed to evaluate the performance of the FIM-based CDO applied to Tokyo International Airport arrivals. Lastly, future works are summarized in the concluding remarks.

II. ENERGY SAVING ARRIVALS

A. Current Arrival Operations at Tokyo International Airport

Tokyo International Airport is open 24 hours, and has four runways to allow 410,000 movements per year. This paper focuses on domestic flights from west and south Japan arriving on Runway 34L (RW34L), which is the most frequently used runway during the winter season. In high-density operations, an aircraft lands on RW34L every two minutes.

Figures 1 and 2 show one of the currently used area NAVigation (RNAV) routes to RW34L. Aircraft on different airways are merged at a waypoint named DIIVA, and cross a terminal gate at ADDUM. Since an altitude restriction is imposed to cross ADDUM at below 10,000 feet, this does not allow a continuous descent on a 2.5-degree path angle (our research employs a 2.5-degree path angle for continuous descent to the airport) to be drawn from ADDUM to capture the Instrument Landing System (ILS) glide slope (3.0-degree path angle) as shown in Fig. 2. Avoiding level flight after passing ADDUM requires removal of the altitude restriction or flying “shortcut” routes to RW34L.

B. Flight-deck Interval Management (FIM)

To achieve accurate time spacing in CDO at Tokyo International Airport, we apply the Flight-deck Interval Management (FIM) application [4] of the Aircraft Surveillance Applications System (ASAS) [5,6]. ASAS covers a range of applications which use the ADS-B data link to allow for a gradual shift of tasks from ATCos to pilots. It consists of an integrated air-to-air and air-to-ground system which enables aircraft to obtain information on surrounding air traffic via ADS-B surveillance. It shifts part of the ATCo’s task to pilots and allows pilots to maintain airborne separation by visualizing traffic information on a cockpit display. Figure 3 shows the basic concept of ASAS and the FIM application.

In the FIM application, the ATCo decides the arrival sequence and desired time intervals at the runway threshold. The ATCo gives instructions to each aircraft, designating a leading aircraft to follow and the required time interval to the leading aircraft at the runway threshold. Pilots then “capture” the leading aircraft via ADS-B information on the cockpit monitor, and airspeed is controlled to achieve the assigned time interval. The ATCo remains responsible for aircraft separation during FIM operations.

The FIM application’s speed control law, which gives a target airspeed to fly to achieve the assigned time interval, has been developed as the ASTAR algorithm by NASA’s Langley Research Center [13-15]. It consists of three main
components: an air route design, a trajectory generator, and a speed controller.

- Air route design
  An air route is designed as a sequence of waypoints which aircraft pass through by flying to the runway threshold. Latitude, longitude, crossing altitude/glide path angle, crossing airspeed, ratio of airspeed, and wind data are defined at each waypoint.

- Trajectory Generator [14, 15]
  A four-dimensional (4D) aircraft trajectory to follow a designed air route, including lateral, vertical, and speed profile, is generated. Distance to the runway threshold (Distance To Go: DTG) and estimated time to the runway threshold (Time To Go: TTG) are calculated from the current aircraft state and the 4D trajectory.

- Speed Controller [15]
  Based on the DTG and TTG of the leading aircraft and the aircraft itself (the “ownership”), the ownership’s speed is controlled in order to achieve the assigned time interval at the runway threshold. A notch filter and gain settings in the speed controller determine when the speed control starts depending on the DTG of the ownership. The maximum and minimum speeds demanded by the controller are limited to within ±10% of the airspeed in the speed profile generated in the 4D trajectory. The VNAV PATH autopilot mode is used for vertical flight profile control.

The latest version of ASTAR, version 11, was released in 2012. The input to ASTAR is the necessary waypoint information to define air routes, and the output is a speed command. Our preliminary study implemented the ASTAR algorithm with a low-fidelity point-mass aircraft model in a fast-time simulation environment, and estimated the behavior of the speed control given by ASTAR for Tokyo International Airport arrivals. This simulation study indicated the following two points: (1) FIM defines a single air route for all aircraft conducting FIM operations flying through the same set of waypoints. It is therefore needed to confirm that the designed air routes are suitable for all applicable aircraft types. For example, the achievable ratio of airspeed change and combinations of airspeed and glide slope angle vary with aircraft type (e.g., the B777-200 and B737-800 have their own optimal profiles). Medium-fidelity aircraft models are therefore required for the further study of FIM operations, particularly during the descent phase. (2) The performance of the achieved time spacing depends on the designed air routes. Moreover, notch filters parameter and gain values in the speed controller determine when and how speed control starts on routes, and these values are also assumed to affect FIM performance.

From the above preliminary study findings, this paper describes a follow-on fast-time simulation study based on a modeling approach and evaluates the performance of FIM-based CDO at Tokyo International Airport from the perspectives of time spacing accuracy and fuel consumption. Simulation assumptions, including proposed air route designs, are described in the next section.

III. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS

A. Air route design for CDO to Tokyo International Airport

In order to realize CDO for Tokyo International Airport arrival traffic, this paper proposes the following three air routes designs. These designs do not take into account interactions with other arrival/departure flight routes.

1) No altitude restriction at ADDUM

Since the altitude restriction at the ADDUM terminal gate prevents continuous descent to RW34L as shown in Fig. 2, one possibility to realize CDO is to remove this restriction. Figures 4 and 5 show the lateral and vertical paths of the designed air routes. As shown in Fig. 5, the crossing altitude is established by drawing 2.5-degree glide slope from the ILS approach. We call this route “Route A” below.

2) Cross OSHIMA(XAC) direct to KAIHO

Another possibility to realize CDO is to select a shortcut from the OSHIMA (XAC) waypoint directly to the KAIHO waypoint. The lateral and vertical paths from SHTLE, which is 177.46 nm from the threshold of RW34L following this “shortcut” route, are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 7 shows that a 2.5-degree glide slope is drawn from the ILS approach.
Comparing Figs. 4 and 6, this route gives a shortcut from SHTLE while reducing noise impact to urban areas by passing above Tokyo bay. According to an airline pilot, it is one of the most desirable shortcuts to Tokyo International Airport. We call this route “Route K/S”.

3) Merge at OSHIMA (XAC) direct to KAIHO

The third route includes merging of a northern arrival route from SHTLE and a southern arrival route from FLUTE at OSHIMA (XAC). Figure 8 shows the lateral path, and Fig. 9 shows the vertical path of the southern arrival from FLUTE, which is 178.182 nm along the route from RW34L. The vertical path of the northern arrival from SHTLE is shown in Fig. 7. This route is a shortcut to RW34L crossing KAIHO, and includes the merging of aircraft conducting CDO. As shown in Figs. 7 and 9, a 2.5-degree continuous descent glide slope is drawn from the ILS approach. We call the southern route “Route K/F”.

B. Assumptions

1) Functional characteristics

Aircraft are assumed to be equipped with standard navigation and communication systems, plus ADS-B and ASAS. A simplified equipage composition is SSR transponder, ADS-B transmitter/receiver, ASAS spacing director, ASAS airside avionics, Flight Management System (FMS), Inertial Navigation System (INS), and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The ground system has standard terminal area and en-route surveillance systems, plus the ASAS ground counterpart.

This paper employs two types of aircraft model: B777-200 and B737-800. For running a fast-time simulation, we built medium-fidelity mathematical models of the aircraft which implement VNAV and LNAV autopilot modes, an engine system, a TECS, and the combination of trajectory prediction and speed control algorithms in the FIM application. To handle the complexity of the modeling, we make use of an extended Petri net formalism, Stochastically and Dynamically Coloured Petri Net (SDCPN) [17-20], which represents complex systems including stochastic behaviors and dynamic processes. These modeling works are summarized in [21].

2) Operational goals

We consider the three RNAV routes designed above (Figs. 4-9). Aircraft descend from 38,000 feet to the Final Approach Fix (FAF) at a 2.5-degree path angle, and then follow the ILS approach 3.0-degree glide slope. Speed profiles are given so as to remain within the flight envelope and to observe the ATC maximum speed restriction of 250 knots below 10,000 ft.

The FIM execution procedure comprises the following three phases: initiation, execution, and termination. In the initiation phase, an ATCo identifies a pair of leading and following
aircraft and assigns a desired time spacing. The ATCo instructs the aircraft to follow the leading aircraft and to achieve the time spacing at the runway threshold if the pilot can identify the leading aircraft via ADS-B surveillance. In the execution phase, the pilot executes FIM to comply with the ATCo instructions. Speed is controlled within ±10% of the speed profile to achieve the assigned time spacing. Lastly, the FIM operation is terminated at the threshold of RW34L in this study. The execution points are at SHTLE on the northern route and at FLUTE on the southern route. The ATCo decides the arrival sequence and time-spacing intervals 10–15 minutes before FIM operations are executed at SHTLE and FLUTE. An aircraft executing FIM operations (FIM aircraft) identifies the leading aircraft and completes all preparations before crossing the execution point.

This paper considers three pairs of aircraft trailing, a total of four aircraft, in a string. According to an experienced ATCo working at Tokyo International Airport, four is the maximum number of aircraft that can be handled in a string considering cases when ATCos must take over from FIM operation to handle irregularities at Tokyo International Airport, for example closure of RW34L. Crossing aircraft type with air routes gives five cases as shown in Table 1.

### Table I. Aircraft Types and Air Routes in One String (3 Pairs of Leading and Following Aircraft)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Aircraft type (Route name)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st aircraft</td>
<td>2nd aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B777-200 (Route A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>B777-200 (Route A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>B777-200 (Route K/S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>B777-200 (Route K/S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>B777-200 (Route K/S)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For simplicity, we assume a typical winter seasonal west wind of 100 knots at 40,000 ft decreasing linearly with altitude to 20 knots at RW34L. Wind estimation error is assumed to be ±10 knots: actual velocity of the west wind is 10 knots stronger than the estimate during flight. The flap and gear extension schedule depends on aircraft type and airline policies, but we set the following in the aircraft model based on pilot comments: flaps start extending when airspeed reaches 210 knots and take 60 seconds to travel to the landing flap setting. The landing gear is lowered at 1,500 ft altitude.

This paper assumes that once FIM is initiated by the pilot, the ASTAR commanded speed is automatically input to the automatic flight control and autothrottle systems, with no pilot intervention. All cases employ the same parameter values in the speed controller.

In the Monte Carlo simulations, the initial time spacing intervals $t_e$ at the FIM execution waypoints (SHTLE and FLUTE) are given by a uniform density $f_0(x)$ as shown in Equations (1) and (2). In this study, we set the minimum time spacing value as $t_{\text{min}} = 105$ (seconds) and the maximum time-spacing value as $t_{\text{max}} = 135$ (seconds) considering a ±15 second deviation from a standard two-minute landing interval, which is the target time spacing at the runway threshold.

Monte Carlo simulations were run 100 times for each case in Table 1. The performances in terms of achieved time spacing and fuel consumption based on the simulation results are examined in the next section.

#### IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

**A. Time-spacing performance**

1) **Route A: No restriction at terminal gate ADDUM**

Firstly, we discuss the level of accuracy of time spacing which FIM-based CDO realizes at the runway threshold when arrivals follow Route A (see Figs. 4 and 5), which removes the current altitude restriction at terminal gate ADDUM.

Figures 10–15 show distribution histograms comparing the initial time spacing at the FIM execution waypoint with the achieved time spacing at the runway threshold of each aircraft pair. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show the performances of aircraft for Case A: Fig. 10 shows the time spacing performance achieved by applying FIM speed control during CDO between the first and second aircraft (the first pair in the string), Fig. 11 shows that of the second and third aircraft (the second pair in the string), and Fig. 12 shows that of the third and fourth aircraft (the third pair in the string). Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the performance of aircraft for Case B: Fig. 13 shows the time spacing performance achieved by applying FIM speed control during CDO between the first and second aircraft, Fig. 14 shows that of the second and third aircraft, and Fig. 15 shows that of the third and fourth aircraft. The x-axis shows time spacings between the aircraft (seconds), and the y-axis shows relative frequency in the Monte Carlo simulation runs (%). In these three figures, the “start” bar shows the distribution of time spacings at the FIM execution waypoint SHTLE (see Figs. 4 and 5) given by a uniform density as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). The “goal” bar shows the distribution of achieved time spacings at the threshold of RW34L applying FIM speed control during CDO operations. The assigned time spacing value is given as 120 seconds, which is the target value of time spacing to achieve with the leading aircraft at the runway threshold.

Comparing the “start” and “goal” bars in Figs. 10, 11, and 12, the simulation results show that FIM speed control works to reduce the variation of initial time spacing at the FIM execution waypoint SHTLE. Figures 10, 11, and 12 show that the average time spacings at RW34L are 125.400, 125.225, and 124.257 seconds, and their variances are 0.0, 0.005, and 0.173, respectively. The achieved time spacings at the runway
threshold show good convergence, demonstrating that FIM-based CDO can perform to reduce initial time-spacing errors. Since this paper assumed 10 knots errors between velocity of wind and its estimates, it is considered that the average time-spacing at the runway threshold delayed around 5 seconds from the assigned time-spacing of 120 seconds. It is because the arrival time at RW34L was estimated using the estimated wind velocities which was 10 knots smaller than the real velocities of the west wind.

Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the time spacing performance when different aircraft types are combined in a string in Case B: the first aircraft in the string is a B777-200, the second and third are B737-800s, and the fourth is a B777-200. Figures 13, 14, and 15 show that the average time spacings at RW34L are 125.199, 125.405, and 124.749 seconds, and their variances are 0.001, 0.006, and 0.106, respectively. Comparing Figs. 10–12 with 13–15 indicates that the performance of time spacing did not show any dependency on the aircraft types under the simulation assumptions.
2) Route K/S and Route K/F: OSHIMA(XAC) direct to KAIHO

Secondly, FIM-based CDO was applied to the shortcut routes from OSHIMA (XAC) to RW34L by crossing KAIHO (Route K/S and K/S) shown in Figs. 6–9.

Comparing the “start” and “goal” bars in Figs. 16, 17, and 18, the simulation results show that FIM speed control works to reduce the variation of initial time spacing in Case C. Figures 16, 17, and 18 show that the average time spacings at RW34L are 118.695, 112.591, and 109.763 seconds, and their variances are 0.791, 0.521, and 0.453, respectively. Errors between the average time spacings and the assigned 120-second interval tend to grow in the latter pairs of aircraft under the given simulation assumptions.

Comparing Figs. 10–12 with 16–18 indicates that the time spacing performance depends on the air route design even when the aircraft in a string are all of the same type under the simulation assumptions in this paper. One of the reasons considered is the effect of wind estimation errors: the actual west wind was 10 knots stronger than its estimate in the simulation. The west wind was a head wind after passing ADDUM in Case A as shown in Fig. 4. On the other hand, the west wind works as a tail wind while crossing Tokyo bay in Case C as shown in Fig. 6. These results indicate that the wind estimation is one of the key issues to determine the performance of time-spacing in FIM-based CDO.

Figure 19 shows the performance of time spacing in Case D for all four aircraft in the string. All traffic consists of B777-200 types. Figure 20 show the performance of time spacing in Case E for all four aircraft in the string. Furthermore, the traffic consists of a mixture of B777-200 and B737-800 types. The string contains air traffic arriving on different airways merged at OSHIMA (XAC), as shown in Fig. 8 both in Case D and Case E.
Figure 19 shows that the average time spacing at RW34L is 113.824 seconds, and the variance is 14.530. Figure 20 shows that the average time spacing at RW34L is 111.358 seconds, and the variance is 20.234. Comparing Figs. 19 with 20 indicates that the performance of time spacing depends on aircraft type: B737-800s arrive at the runway threshold earlier than B777-200s when B777-200 flies before B737-800 in a string. One reason was found that the VNAV PATH mode was selected in the operational assumptions in the FIM operation. Since VNAV PATH mode controlled elevator angle to follow the vertical path after the B737-800 reached the minimum thrust, airspeed was not decelerated by elevator control. However in this case, it is doable to decelerate airspeed by using speed brake according to pilot’s comments. One of the other options is to adjust the value of notch filter gains in the speed controller in order not to control the airspeed aggressively in the early stage after the FIM operation is executed.

B. Fuel Consumption

1) B777-200 fuel consumption from Top Of Descent (TOD)

Next, we discuss the fuel consumption of B777-200 aircraft carrying out CDO applying FIM. Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 show fuel consumption distribution histograms depending on the aircraft sequence. Since 100 Monte Carlo simulations were run for each case, these figures show the fuel consumption distributions of 100 data points: the x-axis is the total fuel consumed from TOD to the runway threshold (lb), and the y-axis shows the relative frequency (%). Figures 21, 22, 23, and 24 correspond to the first, second, third, and fourth aircraft, respectively. As shown in these figures, the average fuel consumptions are 2607.232 lb, 2635.471 lb, 2641.324 lb, and 2613.075 lb for the first, second, third, and fourth aircraft, respectively. As shown in Fig. 21, since the first aircraft follows the speed profile defined by the trajectory generator, the value of variance becomes zero. The variance of fuel consumption grows in the successive aircraft: 1803.593, 1816.480, and 3691.272 for the second, third, and fourth aircraft respectively. Since time spacing in the FIM-based CDO is controlled by airspeed, the variance grows in successive aircraft due to engine thrust control. In order not to propagate initial time spacing errors to following aircraft in the string and to minimize errors with the assigned time spacing, thrust changes are required with increasing frequency the further an aircraft is towards the rear of the string.

2) Comparison of simulated B777-200 fuel consumption with actual data

To validate the simulated fuel consumptions in Figs. 21, 22, 23, and 24, simulation results are compared with actual data. We selected actual data from B777-200 arrivals at airports in Japan which achieved ideal descent profiles [22]. These include fuel consumption data of aircraft, which do not only arriving at Tokyo International Airport, but also arriving at the other airport (where frequency of arrivals is lower than that of Tokyo International Airport) in Japan. Figure 25 compares the fuel consumption and required time from TOD from actual
data with the average values of the simulated data for each four aircraft: the x-axis shows the fuel consumption (lb), and the y-axis shows the required time (seconds). The figure indicates two things: (1) In the simulations, FIM-based CDO could realize an ideal descent to reduce fuel consumption even though aircraft followed a fixed 4D trajectory by controlling thrust to achieve the assigned time spacing. The air routes in the FIM application are designed to be applicable to all types of aircraft conducting FIM operations, so they do not provide an optimal route for each type. However, simulation results confirm that FIM-based CDO achieves energy saving arrivals close to the ideal descent. (2) The variances of average fuel consumption and required time from TOD for each of the four aircraft in the simulated data are significantly smaller than the variances in actual data. This indicates that applying FIM-based CDO has a potential to achieve assigned time spacing while reducing fuel consumption for all traffic, not just for specific aircraft.

Table 2 compares averages and variances of required time and fuel consumption between actual data and simulations in Fig. 25. The averages of fuel consumption in actual data are smaller than in simulated data. One reason is that because current continuous descents realize optimal flights for individual aircraft, not for the arrival traffic flow as a whole, fuel consumption is minimized for each aircraft. On the other hand, FIM-based CDO builds fixed 4D trajectories applicable to all aircraft conducting FIM operations. This idea minimizes the variances of both required time and fuel consumption as shown in Fig. 25 and Table 2. Comparing variances, the simulated data show that FIM-based CDO works to reduce the error in the required time and to reduce fuel consumption considering the whole arrival traffic flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required time</th>
<th>Actual data</th>
<th>Simulated data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average(seconds)</td>
<td>1584.000</td>
<td>1483.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>114738.129</td>
<td>75.10841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel consumption</td>
<td>Average (lb)</td>
<td>2279.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>1093163.354</td>
<td>925.7471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper applied FIM, which is one of the ASAS applications, to CDO at Tokyo International Airport in a fast-time simulation, and estimated the effectiveness of operations from the perspectives of time spacing performance and fuel consumption. The FIM application with a medium-fidelity aircraft model including VNAV and LNAV autopilot modes, an engine system, and TECS, was implemented in a fast-time simulation. Wind estimation errors were considered in the simulation assumptions. Monte Carlo simulation runs were used to evaluate the time spacing performance at the runway threshold. Arrival routes were proposed to realize FIM-based CDO at Tokyo International Airport: one removes the current altitude restriction at the terminal gate, the others are ideal shortcuts to the airport. Five cases were simulated using combinations of the designed air routes and different aircraft types. We also considered air routes that include a traffic merging point. Simulation results showed that the FIM application could reduce initial time spacing errors between a leading aircraft while conducting CDO. Fuel consumptions were estimated using engine model parameters. With validation by actual fuel consumption and required time of arrival data, the simulation results confirm that FIM-based CDO has potential to achieve assigned time spacing while achieving fuel savings for arrival traffic as a whole, not just for individual aircraft. In order to achieve even better time-
spacing performance, minimizing wind estimation errors were suggested as one of the key issues.

Our future works will analyze safety in FIM-based CDO operations and evaluate its effectiveness in both nominal and non-nominal situations. The impacts of non-nominal events, for example ADS-B failure, degraded hardware/software performance and human errors in the operational processes should be considered before introducing FIM-based CDO in the future. Since what is called an accident is a sequence of non-nominal events, safety analysis should evaluate the potential to make a critical sequence of these rare events. It will also be necessary to consider mixed equipage, the situation where some aircraft are FIM-capable and some are not, before evaluating the fully-equipped stage. We will also include more aircraft types in future simulations. Wind effects and estimation errors could be critical in speed control. Real-time simulations should be conducted to analyze hazards in pilot and ATCo behaviors before building their models in fast-time simulations. Operational issues in human factors, such as the potential for confusion between controllers and pilots in high workload situations, need to be investigated via real-time human-in-the-loop simulation studies different to this fast-time study. By collaborating with concept builders and experts on real-time simulation, our approach will be further developed to evaluate the future FIM application
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